
The definition of risk (at least in technical applications) has always been a probabilistics one:

In other words, the measured consequence of an unwanted event has always been multiplied by a
probability to obtain the Risk:

The measured Risk would then be controlled by modifying maintenance or changing the design
which would then in turn act mostly on the probability component. This probability is based on the
statistical analysis of the available failure data. In the optimal case that sufficient data is available
and that we are able to fit to this data a statistical distribution, for example the Weibull distribution:



In that case, we will be able to estimate the probability of occurrence and in turn the risk of the
unwanted event.

This Risk evolution was visible also through the standards used, so in HAZOP we had the hazard
risk index:

Recently, the second edition from October 2018, of ISO 20815 (Petroleum, petrochemical and
natural gas industries - Production assurance and reliability management), defines Risk as:



Which is once again based on the probability!

This probabilistic approach, quite obviously, needs lots of data of good quality. We all know the
difficulties to obtain such data, evenmore, for our particular make, model, etc. of the asset under
consideration. In general, as such data is seldom available we will use an average or mean of the
data with all the consequences we can expect from such approximations. One distinctive example
of such an approach is OREDA (the Offshore Reliability Database) in which for all failures, the
exponential distribution was assumed. In other words, we are using the means (MTBF) of failure
data.

Summarizing, this probabilistic approach to risk is a well established and industry-proven method.
However, the framework is reaching its limits and the fine tuning of it, regardless of the effort we put
into it, will produce limited improvements.

In my opinion, the next step cannot be an evolutionary one, no, it must be a revolutionary one
asking for a fundamental change in the approach to risk.

One such promising approach is a disruptive technology proposed by Kelony:

https://kelony.com/

